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Objectives Collection

More than 600 objectives collected
from a number of agencies
(i.e. CNES, CSA, DLR, ESA, JAXA,
KARI, NASA, NSAU and UKSA) related
to robotic and human lunar exploration
by the ISECG (International Space
Exploration Coordination Group).
Ranged from broad/sweeping to very
specific/contextual.
Several agencies still in process of
objective development.
This complexity led to the development
of a set of 15 Common Goals.
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Goals Development
“The Global Exploration Strategy –
The Framework for Cooperation”
document (2007)
ISECG established late-2007
The five primary themes of the
GES are:
– New knowledge in science
and technology
– Sustained human presence in
space
– Economic expansion
– Global partnerships
– Inspiration and education

Goals form a bridge between
GES Themes and individual
agency objectives.
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Goal 3 – Technology Development & Solar System Exploration
Use lunar exploration as a stepping-stone for the
demonstration of technologies, operational concepts and
cooperation approaches for Mars and other destinations:
Example Objectives:
Perform possible system and
operational rehearsal of a safe human
mission to Mars scenario.
Maximise extensibility of lunar
architecture to other destinations.
Develop and demonstrate cooperation
models/ frameworks required for
human mission to Mars and other
destinations.
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Goal 7 - Commerce
Stimulate economic development and industrial
innovation to enhance global economic prosperity via
exploration of the Moon:
Example Objectives:
Stimulate the beneficial and
commercial uses or
adaptations of space
technologies for non-space
applications.
Develop an open architecture
with standard interfaces for
all lunar exploration
infrastructure elements to
enable commercial
participation.
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Goal 8 - Science
Understand the origin and evolution of the Moon

Example Objectives:
Improve geophysical data on
the properties and structure
of the lunar interior.
Understand formation of the
Earth-Moon System.
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Goal 9 - Science
Interpret the uniquely preserved record of Solar System
evolution on the Moon and its relation to the origin and
evolution of life
Example Objectives:
Investigate the lunar
palaeoregolith (history
recorded in the lunar soil).
Understand the meteoritic
impact history of the inner
Solar System as recorded on
the Moon.
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Goal 11 – Science
Maximize science return by leveraging human presence on
the Moon and/or capabilities developed for lunar exploration
Example Objectives:
Evaluate human-robotic
partnership operational
scenarios for the future human
exploration of Mars.
Demonstrate the use of robots to
supplement astronaut's surface
activities, including the
human/robot interface.
Maximise scientific
opportunities/return from the
Moon and on the Moon.
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Goal 12 - Education
Develop innovative tools, means and methods to enable the
public to engage interactively in human exploration
Example objectives:
Provide opportunities for
public tele-operations and
tele-presence in the
exploration of the Moon and
beyond
Utilise the latest interactive
technologies to maintain a
fresh and innovative view of
human presence on the
Moon and beyond
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Goal 13 - Education
Inspire the next generation to embrace the tools of
exploration, science, technology

Example Objectives:
Provide opportunities to
educate students through
direct and indirect
participation in lunar
activities, to engage students
in the space programme.
Provide capability to deliver
school/university
experiments.
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Architecture Development

Although Common Goals guided the architecture development – they
are independent of any particular solution
They potentially inspire many solutions…
To derive a specific solution, “strategic guidelines” were also imposed:
– Advance principles of programmatic/technical sustainability:
• Implement a phased approach
• Include precursor phase (robotic)
• Maximize human-robotic synergy

– Consider affordability
– Balance compelling science and Mars Forward objectives
– Incorporate ISS lessons learned

The ISECG Reference Architecture was driven (and subsequently
evaluated) by a combination of Common Goals and Strategic Guidance
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ISECG Reference Architecture Campaign (1)

Key Characteristics:
The Reference Architecture is
neither a lunar base, nor a series of
Apollo-style missions.
It is composed of largely
independent phases that will deploy
a range of international humanrated and robotic international
technologies over time on the lunar
surface.
It provides continuous robotic and/or
human scientific and exploration
activity in multiple locations on the
Moon starting at least one year
before the first flight crew arrives.

Robotic precursor phase: This phase provides early
technology demonstrations and engagement among
international partners, the scientific community and the
public.
Polar exploration and system validation phase: This
phase initiates human exploration of the Moon and
involves locating an international fleet of robots and
rovers at one of the lunar poles to prepare the way for
the landing of the first human crew.
Polar relocation phase: In this phase, the fleet of robots
and rovers, controlled from Earth, will be relocated
from the pole to new sites of interest near the pole.
Once in place, they will meet and assist human crews
deployed to these new sites.
Non-polar relocation phase: This phase involves multiple
short missions (up to 28 days) to various lunar sites of
interest with the capability for the crew to stay through
the lunar night at non-polar locations. Surface
elements can be relocated to allow for exploration of
multiple sites.
Long-duration phase: This phase allows for crew stay
durations of up to 70 days at a polar location. These
longer missions require additional habitats and power
modules to support the lengthened durations.
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ISECG Reference Architecture Campaign (2)
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Enabled Utilization Activities
Deploy utilization hardware:
• This activity relates to the deployment, assembly, operation and maintenance of scientific hardware
and/or experiments on the lunar surface, via human and/or robotic means.
Perform fieldwork:
• Fieldwork involves the exploration of a specific area of interest through the traversing of humans
and/or robots.
Surface test and demonstration:
• Consists of the test and demonstration of advanced surface technologies and operational protocols.
Surface laboratory data analysis:
• This activity covers the in-situ analyses which may be performed in a designated “laboratory” area
within the available habitable volume on the lunar surface.
Human health risk reduction and research:
• Relates to the collection and analyses of individual and longitudinal human health parameters.
Public engagement:
• This activity would include everything related to enabling frequent, regular, and interactive public
engagement with lunar exploration systems, activities, and crew members.
Test/demonstrate orbital landing/ departure technologies:
• Includes the testing and demonstration of advanced orbital, landing, and departure technologies,
together with the associated operational protocols.
Reduced gravity research:
• This activity relates to the performing of research where the emphasis is on understanding the
influence of gravity on fundamental physical processes.
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Mars Forward Objectives Addressed
Understand effects of environment on humans:
– Over 24 crewed missions to the lunar surface and five long-duration stays of
more than 60 days (96 astronauts in total).
– Significant utilization mass and crew time are available to deliver and test
specific mitigation strategies.
Demonstrate/test technologies and systems:
– Through the deployment of surface hardware and infrastructure that will
provide experience, data and information that can support the design and
execution of future explorations missions.
Demonstrate/test operations:
– As the campaign relies extensively on pre-deployed hardware and
infrastructure, it will test similar operational concepts to human Mars surface
scenarios where most of the hardware must be pre-deployed prior to human
arrival. The robotic infrastructure can then be used to scout and prepare the
human mission in the most effective way.
Reduce dependency from Earth:
– Life support systems with increasing level of closure will be tested especially
during the long duration phase to reduce the logistics needs from the Earth.
– ISRU systems are incorporated early on with dedicated technology
demonstrations that will ultimately lead to an in-situ operational oxygen
production capability during the long-duration phase.
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Conclusions

The ISECG Reference Architecture for Human Lunar
Exploration campaign approach offers a number of distinct
advantages in comparison with alternative Sortie-based
and Outpost-based campaigns.
It represents a sustainable architecture that:
Meets an Internationally-agreed set of common goals.
Specifically provides a balance between Science and Mars
Forward objectives
Provides a robust and flexible strategy for future lunar exploration
Encourages inspiration (and innovation) in Solar System
exploration, science, commerce, education and technology
development
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